Revised Entrance Requirements For Incoming Freshmen

The Rice Institute has announced recently that Rice has revised its entrance requirements. The new requirements are as follows:

- A student must have completed four years of high school with a cumulative grade point average of 3.0 or better.
- A student must complete a standardized test such as the SAT or ACT.
- A student must have a minimum of four years of high school mathematics, including algebra and geometry.
- A student must have a minimum of four years of high school science, including biology and chemistry.

These changes are effective for the fall semester of 1946.
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In conclusion they say that if the registration period is extended to the end of the first week of classes, the students would have a better chance of getting the classes they want.

The Retreat will start at 8 a.m. on the 6th of December, and will end at 5 p.m. on the 7th. The cost of the Retreat will be $15 per person.
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Basketball Team To Open Season Tonight Against Sam Houston

Tonight the Rice basketball team opens the season with a game against the Saginaw State Teachers Bearkats at the Public School Stadium. Although Coach Davis has not picked a starting combination he has plenty of experience from which to choose, and that is a welcome change for a Rice basketball coach.

After the game tonight the Bearkats will travel to the University of Texas which will feature fast and clever half-back play, of Al Taylor and Arturo Cordero. Mike Wagner, and Wayne Morris, plus the all-around ability of John Jones. Any lack of height of the Rice team will be made up by size, as well as John Lempess.

With last year's champions, no team this year, is a lonely team in the conference which may not be up to last season's strength. The Bears have lost three of their starting five but will have Bill Dobbs and speedy Dorothy Rosencrans, all confer- ence leaders.

1,000 fans are expected to attend tonight and Monday at the Public Buildings and charge the Bearkats with a welcome return.
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Hitting and Highlights

V. A. Lists Answers For Questions On Veterans' Benefits

Dear Sir:

Recently, in your last issue, I had had the opportunity to read the article by Mr. Flagg regarding the American veterans' benefits. While I agree that some aspects of the benefits are complicated and difficult to understand, I feel that it is important to provide a clear and concise explanation of the benefits.

In your article, Mr. Flagg mentioned that the benefits are complicated and difficult to understand. I agree that this is true, but I also believe that it is important to provide a clear and concise explanation of the benefits.

Firstly, I would like to clarify the benefits for veterans who have served in active duty. These benefits include educational benefits, health care, and income support. Educational benefits include the GI Bill, which provides educational assistance to veterans who have served in active duty.

Secondly, I would like to explain the benefits for veterans who have served in the reserves. These benefits include educational benefits, health care, and income support. Educational benefits include the Montgomery GI Bill, which provides educational assistance to veterans who have served in the reserves.

Finally, I would like to explain the benefits for veterans who have served in the national guard. These benefits include educational benefits, health care, and income support. Educational benefits include the Post-9/11 GI Bill, which provides educational assistance to veterans who have served in the national guard.

In conclusion, I believe that it is important to provide a clear and concise explanation of the benefits for American veterans. I hope that my article has helped to clarify the benefits for those who are interested in learning more about them.

Sincerely,

[signature]

[Name]

[Address]